I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron stars (NS) are considered to be cosmic laboratories for dense matter [1, 2] . Of particular interest is the fact that the region of high densities and very low temperatures where NS * Electronic address: thomas.klaehn@ift.uni.wroc.pl † Electronic address: lastowiecki@ift.uni.wroc.pl ‡ Electronic address: blaschke@ift.uni.wroc.pl are located in the QCD phase diagram is not accessible for terrestrial experiments or lattice simulations of QCD. The physics of NS is studied intensively in order to derive constraints for theories of high density physics aiming to complement the insights obtained from heavy-ion collisions. In the effort to understand the complex physics of neutron stars a large variety of observables has been studied which provide valu-able constraints on the equation of state (EoS).
For recent reviews see, e.g., [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . A crucial observable in this investigation is the maximum attainable mass of a NS which is directly connected to the EoS. The precise knowledge of the highest NS mass puts significant constraints on the stiffness of the EoS and can rule out entire classes of EoS models [7] . More advanced approaches aim to process simultaneously spectra, luminosities and distances of as many as possible NS in order to extract masses and radii simultaneously. These information can be further evaluated to determine a most probable underlying EoS within a Bayesian framework [8, 9] . While this method promises a detailed reconstruction of the EoS it relies on the availability of high quality, indisputable data suitable for the extraction of mass and radius constraints. Efforts are being made in the astronomers community to achieve this goal [10] .
The recent measurement of two massive neutron stars with M 1614 = 1.97±0.04 M ⊙ (for PSR J1614-2230 [11] ) and M 0348 = 2.01 ± 0.04 M ⊙ (for PSR J0348-0432 [12] ) revived the discussion about possible implications of a NS with about two solar masses for the equation of state of cold and dense matter [7, 13] . These well measured masses greatly exceed the previously highest well known NS mass of 1.667 ± 0.021 M ⊙ for PSR J1903+0327 [14, 15] . Because of the narrow error bands already this object provided a strong constraint on the stiffness of the equation of state. For example, it was suggested that this measurement puts a considerable strain on the possibility of the existence of quark matter in the cores of dense stellar objects [7] . A discussion similar to todays regarding PSR J1614-2230 followed when a pulsar mass of about 2M ⊙ had been reported for J0751+1807 [16] , see [17] and references therein. Although this value had to be corrected afterwards, all conclusions drawn from the mere fact, that such heavy NS exist still stand. Contrary to other claims (e.g., Ref. [18] ) we emphasize that observations of NS with masses of 2 M ⊙ and beyond do not exclude the existence of hybrid NS with a quark matter core [19] . Partially, we use the present work to reemphasize this known fact within the framework of an Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) model in a similar but more detailed analysis as we performed it in previous work [17] .
The appearance of new degrees of freedom, the most prominent being hyperons and quarks, entails a softening of the EoS and in general reduces the maximum NS mass in comparison to the underlying pure nuclear matter EoS.
This softening, however, is not necessarily strong enough to conclude that NS masses as high as 2 M ⊙ preclude the existence of exotic matter in the NS core. This has been confirmed in a number of studies concerning both, the occurrence of hyperons (see, e.g., [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] ) and the transition to quark matter described within various different model approaches, e.g., [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . The discussion of the limits on the stiffness of the high-density EoS is also performed in the context of heavy-ion collision experiments which provide further constraints on the EOS stiffness, see [34, 35] .
In the present paper we systematically scan a part of the NJL model parameter space in order to locate those parameter regions which result in QM cores for massive NS. We fully scan the region of vector-and diquark couplings which result in stable NS configurations with QM cores. Additionally, we apply two different parameterizations regarding the scalar coupling, which both reproduce the pion and kaon mass as well as the pion decay constant and light quark mass in vacuum. The differences between them result from slightly different choices for the scalar coupling constant which are compensated by a different three-momentum cutoff Λ. Details concerning the parameterization scheme are found in [36] . Additionally, we investigate how these hybrid EoS which we find to favor massive NS with QM core agree with the flow constraint [37] .
In order to keep this study sufficiently transparent we have chosen to vary the free parameters of the EoS model only in the quark sector and to apply the ab-initio Dirac-Brueckner--Hartree-Fock (DBHF) EoS using the Bonn-A nucleon-nucleon potential [38] as the only nuclear matter EoS we investigate. The latter well describes the saturation properties of symmetric nuclear matter, provides a sufficiently high maximum NS mass of 2.4 M ⊙ , and is in agreement with the flow constraint up to 3.5 times saturation density [39] . The phase transition between nuclear and quark matter is modelled in terms of a Maxwell construction.
This work is structured in the following way:
Sect. II discusses the NJL model and a variety of coupling channels one could account for. While we do not consider all of these channels we find it instructive to discuss the variety NJL-type models offer. Later in the section we focus on the model as it is used for this study, namely accounting for the scalar-, vector-, and diquarkinteraction channel in the mean field approximation. In Sect. III we discuss the obtained compact star sequences and the agreement of the corresponding EoS parameterizations with flow data in symmetric matter. Section IV discusses our conclusions of this study.
II. DENSE HYBRID STAR MATTER
A. NJL-type quark matter models
The NJL model has originally been introduced by Nambu and Jona-Lasinio as a field theoretical model to understand the origin of the mass of nucleons as a selfenergy in a theory with four-fermion interactions in analogy to the occurrence of an energy gap in the theory of superconductivity [40] . Nowadays this model is widely appreciated as a useful tool to model the thermodynamics of deconfined quark matter, see [41] for a comprehensive review with particular emphasis on the high density aspects. 
The first term in the Lagrangian is the kinetic term for free Dirac quarks, 
with the Gell-Mann matrices τ a acting in flavor space, gives access to the key-feature for which NJL-type models are widely used, viz. 
Note, that these terms naturally appear after The last term we consider accounts for scalar diquark correlations,
where τ a are again the Gell-Mann matrices in flavor space, but we also introduce their coun- (7) is attractive and can therefore lead to diquark condensation at low temperatures and high densities, according to the Cooper theorem [49] . As opposed to early works on diquark condensates and resulting color superconductivity which were based on perturbative one gluon exchange [50] , the renaissance of color superconductivity started in 1997 was based on nonperturbative interaction models like the above NJL one (see, e.g., [51] [52] [53] ) and gave large diquark pairing gaps of the order of the fermion mass.
Therefore, the scalar diquark channel (7) gives important contributions to the thermodynamics of cold, dense quark matter and cannot be omitted in effective models of compact star matter.
These terms describe the standard NJL model as we use it for the present study.
However, several extensions are possible. We want to name a few of them which we consider important. The first comes from the so called which is often added to NJL-type model Lagrangians in order to account for the existence of gluons and the phenomenon of (de)confinement.
In Polyakov gauge (A 4 = φ 3 λ 3 + φ 8 λ 8 ) the fields Φ andΦ can be expressed as
The form of the potential U (Φ,Φ) in the presence of quarks, in particular at finite densities is not uniquely determined. Several potential ansätze have been proposed in the literature [62, 63] where the temperature dependence of its coefficients has been determined by pure gauge lattice QCD. A possible extension to finite chemical potentials has been proposed based on dimensionally consistent combinations of powers in terms of temperature and chemical potential [64, 65] .
A third extension could be implemented by a residual bag pressure which may even be chemical potential dependent to account for possible medium dependences of the gluon sector, as from a "melting" of the gluon condensate. For recent models including a bag function along with a color superconducting NJL model of quark matter see, e.g., [33, [65] [66] [67] .
Finally, we mention so-called crystalline (color) superconducting phases, also known
phases because of their similarity to condensed matter superconductors with magnetic impurities [68, 69] , see Ref. [70] for a recent review.
Initial investigations of LOFF phases [71, 72] were performed with fixed quark masses and thus ignored the fact that a simultaneous selfconsistent solution of light and strange quark mass gap equations together with the pairing gap equations is essential for the phase structure itself. This has been corrected later [73] and revealed that two-flavor color-superconducting LOFF phases can be energetically favored in compact stars and form stable hybrid star configurations with masses above 2 M ⊙ [74, 75] . The crystallinity of the 2SC phase may not essentially affect the question for the maximum mass of hybrid stars but can affect their cooling behavior and therefore our understanding of NS phenomenology [76] .
Let us now turn to the thermodynamical potential of the standard NJL model for QM under NS constraints in the mean field approximation [17, 46] ,
With Ω l we added the lepton contributions (electrons and muons), Ω 0 guarantees zero pressure in the vacuum. The extrema with respect to a variation of the meson and diquark mean fields φ f , ω f and ∆ f k then define the gap equations
their solutions determine thermodynamically stable equilibrium solutions. A to obtain the results of Ref. [77] , Set B for example in Ref. [17] . Note, that the constituent quark mass of Set B is close to the nucleon mass divided by three and therefore close to what we would consider as a reasonable lower limit.
C. Quark-hadron phase transition
The NJL model as we use it describes the thermodynamics of deconfined quark fields and parameter sets chosen such that the maximum obtained mass is 1.97 M ⊙ , corresponding to the mass expectation value of PSR J1614-2230 [11] and to the lower limit of the 1σ band of the mass measurement for PSR J0348+0432 [12] . The discussed results are summarized in 
